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ENTREPRENEURIAL GROWTH

INTRODUCTION

Alongside unprecedented disruption, Covid-19 has created massive growth opportunities
as consumer and business needs, expectations and behaviours shift.
But most large organisations will not capture them: Growth in our changed world requires
the creation and scaling of new propositions and business models rather than the
replication of existing ones.
This paper outlines our framework for CEOs, Chief Strategy Officers and Chief Digital
Officers to set their organisations to grow by being entrepreneurial.
It provides you with:

_01
_02
_03

A set of principles with which to rethink your approach to growth
Case studies showcasing this approach
Practical actions to take immediately

It has been developed through nearly a decade of work helping clients to grow by
building their exposure to the most compelling new ideas, technologies and business
models in their sectors.
SOME CLIENTS WE WORK WITH

ENTREPRENEURIAL GROWTH

WHAT IS
ENTREPRENEURIAL
GROWTH?
raditional strategy teams are
excellent at finding and exploiting
opportunities for Replicative Growth:
reproducing more of what is already
proven and predictable.
Examples include choosing which
existing business units to invest in,
where to open new outlets, which
countries to expand into, or which
successful businesses to acquire.
An underlying assumption of these
approaches is that the world of five
years’ time looks a lot like today.

This was becoming less true before
Covid as the new propositions and
business models pioneered by
innovative technology companies
transformed industries and
expectations.
It is even less true after Covid, as
consumer and business behaviours
and needs have shifted drastically in
a short space of time.
The growth opportunities of the next
five years require a focus on
Entrepreneurial Growth, not
Replicative Growth.

Entrepreneurial Growth:
The creation and scaling of new propositions, technologies
and businesses which anticipate and generate the customer
behaviours and expectations of the future

ENTREPRENEURIAL GROWTH

WHY IS IT
IMPORTANT?

E

ntrepreneurial Growth drives better results:
in commercial value growth, culture,
company longevity, and ability to respond to
new pressures.
More customer-centric organisations have a
clear differentiation in both revenue growth
(+11%) and EBITDA growth (+22%)¹. Companies
with mature innovation programmes
experience more than 9x growth in market
cap versus those with early-stage innovation
programmes².

CASE STUDY

This is particularly the case in turbulent times:
companies which invest in net new assets, products
and markets during and immediately after recession
outperform peers (7% higher average shareholder
return) for over a decade after³.
Companies with the ambition to lead in the coming
decade need to deliver growth sustainably.
Incremental strategies have struggled to respond to the
climate challenge ahead. Entrepreneurial Growth is
needed to create the new business models, reshaped
operations and new propositions that will massively
reduce the environmental impact of our economies.

A Chinese insurance incumbent founded in 1988, PingAn has built its
future business on successful innovation. 17% of PingAn's profit comes
from businesses it has incubated in the last six years, enabled by its 100%
cloud infrastructure. This includes diversifying into new areas: developing
AI micro-screening for loans, mobile enabled telemedicine and cloud
computing services.

(1) Booz and Company 2011 Innovation Report;
(2) HBR – Dyanata & Bain & Co 2019;
(3) Gartner – Act now to Fund Innovation & Growth

The most successful
Entrepreneurs have two ATTRIBUTES
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_02

VISION

Capability

Your ambition, your beliefs about the
future and the learning cycle that creates
constant improvement

The team who delivers, the portfolio of
projects they deliver and the mechanisms
by which they go to market

A set of principles with which to rethink
your approach to growth

The team and organisation to
capitalise on that

The exact proposition and operating model changes as the start-up learns, but founders with a clear
vision of the problem they are solving and world-class organisation succeed more often than not.
Entrepreneurial Growth is not innovation. Corporates tend to be good at innovating. But they’re usually bad at
scaling the new opportunities identified to create Growth.

What important truth
do very few people
agree with you on?
PETER THIEL

ENTREPRENEURIAL GROWTH

Through working with over twenty FTSE 100
companies, we have distilled the components
of an Entrepreneurial Growth Strategy.

HOW TO APPROACH IT?

CAPABILITY

VISION
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BELIEFS
Ambition
Learning

Articulate your convictions about
the future of your industry to focus
your resources

Set goals that can’t be achieved
with the status quo, otherwise no
one is incentivised to change

Create the feedback loop to learn
and improve your Vision
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People
Structures
Portfolio

Find, nurture and protect
your entrepreneurial talent

Create the teams, processes
and governance to deliver
growth

Create a balanced set of
responses to the growth
opportunities

VISION

1. BELIEFS

2. AMBITION

3. LEARNING

VISION

1. BELIEFS
WHAT IS IT?

I

n order to set a clear ambition, focus your
resources and develop the right capabilities, you
must be able to articulate your shared Beliefs about
how your industry will look different in five years’
time and your company's role in that change.

These Beliefs are overarching perspectives on the many
dynamics shaping the future of your business with the
potential to unlock significant value.
These convictions allow your investment to be focused on
the structural changes that you’re expecting.
HOW TO
APPROACH IT

VISION

1. BELIEFS

2. AMBITION

3. LEARNING

HOW TO APPROACH IT?

Your Beliefs cannot be developed through analysis of historical data.
But they can be distilled through rigorously understanding, analysing
and debating the bets that innovators, entrepreneurs and investors are
making in your industry and what they will mean if they get to scale.

CASE STUDY

Fannie Mae believed that innovation in
the US mortgage securitisation market
would be driven by opening access to
the data available to large institutions to
a new wave of innovators. It created a
new data platform to benefit emerging
fintechs, lenders, consumers and
investors. They created a unique public
data exchange and application
marketplace.

Looking “bottom-up” at the entrepreneurial activity within your industry and related
sectors gives you the evidence base to show what is actually being delivered today,
even at a small scale. It identifies possible partners with which to quickly deliver against
opportunities identified.

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
Q

Does my executive team have a clear point of view on our Beliefs about the future
of our industry and our role to play with in it?

Q

Would these be different from our competitors?

Q

How are we constantly updating and refreshing those?

VISION
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2. AMBITION

3. LEARNING

VISION

2. AMBITION
WHAT IS IT?

M

ost corporates can hit their targets by repeating
what they did last year with marginally better
execution and some external market growth.

To have a chance of sustained progress towards
Entrepreneurial Growth projects, the CEO must have a
well-communicated target which is unachievable with the
current operations. This forces people to act differently.

HOW TO
APPROACH IT

VISION

1. BELIEFS

2. AMBITION

3. LEARNING

HOW TO APPROACH IT?

There are two parts to the ambition.

CASE STUDY

The first is the articulation of the long-term audacious goal. Like when
we supported Fannie Mae’s CEO to set the ambition of reinventing the
organisation as a technology platform. Developing that goal starts with
a clear set of beliefs; leadership then needs to set the ambition for how
the business will meet these opportunities.
The second is setting quantified targets against that. Cascading the responsibility and
accountability for that goal to people throughout the organisation is essential for
success.

BP’s commitment to Net Zero Carbon by
2050 is unprecedented in the oil and gas
industry. The ambition has resulted in the
empowering of ambitious innovation
functions including BP VISTA (commercial
partnerships and innovation), BP
Launchpad (new venture building), BP
Incubation and BP Ventures. Investments
and initiatives are prioritised based on how
they can deliver the ambition; leading to
more rapid progress towards its goals.

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
Q

Is there a long-term mission guiding our growth and innovation activities?

Q

Does this move us towards our Beliefs about the future?

Q

Do people across the organisation get rewarded for progress towards it?

VISION

1. BELIEFS

2. AMBITION

3. LEARNING

VISION

3. LEARNING
WHAT IS IT?

S

uccess stems from the ability to update the
growth vision as your team identifies and
exploits the real opportunities. These are very
rarely the ones that were identified at the outset.
Bezos did not know that Amazon would become
a cloud services company, but he was able to
make it a core mission for the company.
The speed and quality of the reaction to learning is critical to
success. To expand the data set, learning must come from
your own projects and from other companies.
HOW TO
APPROACH IT

VISION

1. BELIEFS

2. AMBITION

3. LEARNING

HOW TO APPROACH IT?

Learning must be a measured process within your company’s growth
engine and a key element of culture. In one large beauty client, we
have formalised a set of hypotheses, with indicators and projects that
will track their veracity. These are updated quarterly from internal and
external signals to show explicitly how our knowledge is developing.
External signals should be systematically collected to understand how
others are betting on the future of your industry.
CASE STUDY

Lego created the Future Lab to conduct
detailed ethnographic research on their
target market, and invent new and
tech-enabled play experiences. Their
research is supplemented by outside-in
approaches, using the Lego Ideas
crowdsourcing platform to surface ideas
directly from fans. Dedicated rapid
prototyping capabilities enable quick
testing and feedback loops.

Internal signals come from not ‘killing’ projects, but asking what can be done to
capitalise on what we learnt to create a positive feedback loop. We disagree with the
“fail quickly” maxim. The best entrepreneurs are tenacious, and see opportunity where
others see failure.

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
Q

Last time we stopped an innovation project, how did the lessons from it live on?

Q

Are there growth opportunities that we saw early but couldn’t react to?

CAPABILITY

4. PEOPLE

5. STRUCTURES

6. PORTFOLIO

CAPABILITY

4. PEOPLE
WHAT IS IT?

I

t is a truism that early-stage investors look at the
team before the idea. Ideas and strategy will
change but a great team will find a route to success.
Many leaders believe they either don’t have people with brilliant
ideas and ability to execute, or that people would rather leave
and start independently, as mythologised by Salesforce
springing from Oracle, Zoom from Cisco and many others. But
the opposite happens: 93% of start-up founders pursued an
entrepreneurial idea within their previous company first.
Entrepreneurs want to build ideas in companies, with the
resources and support those companies can give them. But
companies are not supporting them.
HOW TO
APPROACH IT

CAPABILITY

4. PEOPLE

5. STRUCTURES

6. PORTFOLIO

HOW TO APPROACH IT?

There is a raft of different structures and programmes that can support
entrepreneurial talent and bring new talent in from outside. This can
range from nurturing a culture that supports new initiatives, to
incubating brilliant ideas close to the business, to spinning out
entrepreneurs to focus on moonshot concepts as separate companies.
For example, we helped Halma PLC spin out ventures with some of their best
entrepreneurs to develop their ideas outside the normal structures.
Most important is that your support for entrepreneurs is highly visible and supported
from the top to attract the most ambitious people.
CASE STUDY

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF

ITV’s Studio55Ventures provides a highly
structured programme to support internal
and external entrepreneurs. ITV takes
them through a flexible programme to
create their early-stage product, and
identify what capabilities from ITV they’ll
need for success.

Q

If someone has a brilliant idea for growth, is there a route for them to do it in our
company or will they leave to create it?

Q

Do we purposefully mix existing and outside talent on growth projects?

Q

Do we think about people management differently on growth projects than in BAU?

CAPABILITY

4. PEOPLE

5. STRUCTURES

6. PORTFOLIO

CAPABILITY

5. STRUCTURES
WHAT IS IT?

E

ntrepreneurial Growth requires a systematic capability. A set
of one-off projects might work, but is not a sensible risk.
Having stated your Vision, you can form a clear view on which
capabilities are going to be most important in executing it.

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
Q

Do we have a systematic set of structures to support the exposure that
we need to build?

Q

Do we know why we have each team or capability?

Q

Do we have the structure to scale successful initiatives?

HOW TO
APPROACH IT

CAPABILITY

4. PEOPLE

5. STRUCTURES

6. PORTFOLIO

STRATEGIC BELIEFS ABOUT THE FUTURE
STRATEGY, PORTFOLIO DESIGN & OKR SETTING

PARTNER
Start-up
Commercial
Partnership

Start-up JV

Industry JV /
Consortia

INVEST
Acceleration

Corporate
Venturing

BUILD
M&A

Internal
Incubation

External
Incubation

Intrapreneurship
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CAPABILITY

6. PORTFOLIO
WHAT IS IT?

G

rowth is delivered by scaling individual
projects. A diversified portfolio of projects
maximises the chances that some will scale.
Many companies don’t even know what their
current portfolio of projects looks like, let alone
actively manage it.
Your portfolio of projects should be balanced across
time-to-scale, risk and which Beliefs they are exposing the
company to.

HOW TO
APPROACH IT

CAPABILITY

4. PEOPLE

5. STRUCTURES

6. PORTFOLIO

HOW TO APPROACH IT?

We evaluate projects to be at one of four stages:
• Ideation – early stage testing for viability
• Proof of Concept – validated customer demand
• Proof of Value – validated unit economics
• Scaling – strategic revenue driver
Understanding the likely success rates through these stages allows you to understand at
what scale you need to be initiating new projects.
CASE STUDY

Santander has diversified its innovation
portfolio though partnering, investing, and
incubating to tackle a variety of beliefs in
a way that is most likely to lead to success.
Santander Digital has partnered with
Tradeshift to launch an end-to-end
digitally enabled working capital solution;
its $100m fund has invested in challengers
such as iZettle; and it has incubated
digitally-native services including
Santander's own challenger bank.

Looking at your portfolio across your Beliefs allows you to see where you need to be
investing harder for success.
Managing a rigorous staged start-up-like funding system allows the impact of the
failures to be minimised and the lessons maximised.

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
Q

Do I have a single view of the innovation projects within our company?

Q

Do I know the likelihood of success and so my expectations for financial impact
from the portfolio?

Q

Do I have sufficient bets against each of my belief areas?

The only sustainable
competitive advantage is an
organiSation's ability to learn
faster than the competition
PETER SENGE

CAPABILITY

HOW TO START
You can start by evaluating three questions:

_A

What are our senior team’s core beliefs about
growth in our industry?

_B

What projects do we have that are exposing
our company to these?

_C

Are these projects set up to succeed?

Answering these questions will draw out the underlying
issues across the six success factors outlined in this paper. As
a starting point, we can help you understand your
organisation’s readiness for Entrepreneurial Growth through:

Entrepreneurial Growth
Executive Workshop
(0.5 - 1 DAY)

• Test your team’s alignment behind the beliefs in the future of your industry
• Identify and evaluate current portfolio of projects
• Discuss the current structural barriers to delivering growth

ENTREPRENEURIAL GROWTH
EVALUATION
(6-12 WEEKS)

• Structured exploration of the Entrepreneurial Growth opportunities for your
organisation and alignment of your executive behind them
• Evaluation of your current portfolio of growth projects
• Evaluation of the structural constraints to growth

Are you ready to create the next phase of Entrepreneurial Growth?

WE’d love to talk.
Rob Chapman, CEO
rob@foundersintelligence.com

Rob Haines, Partner
robert@foundersintelligence.com

Sandra Steving, Partner
sandra@foundersintelligence.com

Giovanni Donaldson, Partner
gio@foundersintelligence.com
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